The study of anisotropic scattering in neutron transport theory has had a long history, certainly going back at least to Fermi1 and other early investigations2'3'4 and lucidly summarized in the monograph by Davison.5 More recent efforts in this field, notably by Mika6 and Jacobs,7 have taken up the method of singular eigenfunctions developed by Case8 to answer more general questions about the effects of anisotropy. Our specific interest in this problem stems from an investigation of the sensi tivity of deeply penetrating neutrons in bulk shields to microscopic crosssection data. 9 The role of scattering anisotropy in such problems, although not as fundamental as that of the total cross section, does raise a number of interesting questions.
Specifically, one would like to know how well fluxes can be calculated using rather poor representations of elastic scattering anisotropies.
"Poor" is used here in the sense of low-order expansions of the scattering kernel in Legendre polynomials. Since angular distribution data for shield calculations are often represented in high-order Legendre polynomial series, the effect of truncating such Legendre expansions at very low order needs to be thoroughly investigated if adequate shields are to be designed with a minimum of computing effort. In addition to this consideration, it would also be advantageous to know, in a quantitative way, the behavior of the flux at large distances from a source in highly anisotropic scattering media.
The relationship between the roles played by the scattering anisotropy and absorption is important here, as well as the question of their effect on the asymptotic decay of the flux far from any sources.
Due to the relative complexity of shielding design problems, extensive use is made of numerical methods in their solution. This practice neces sarily obscures the relationship between the basic microscopic crosssection data and the calculated fluxes.
Although more idealized problems are by no means easy to analyze, they certainly simplify matters consider ably. We have therefore found it to be more instructive to examine general sensitivity questions in the rather restrictive setting of monoenergetic transport theory. This approach has the effect of limiting the discussion to transport in the absence of slowing down. Since the effects of aniso tropic scattering are evident in both the transport and slowing down processes (arising in the latter case as a result of a coupling between scattering angle and energy loss), this appears to represent a strong limitation of the present approach when applied to general shielding situations. In certain important instances, however, it is felt that con clusions drawn from monoenergetic cases will have more general applic ability. From the viewpoint of a multigroup solution of the Boltzmann equation, each group represents a monoenergetic problem with a distributed, anisotropic slowing down source. If, as in the case of a deep-penetration problem, the transport within certain energy groups is of paramount importance and this effect overshadows the effect of the distributed source in these groups, then an analysis of monoenergetic transport can certainly provide useful information in these instances. Such a situation is practically realized in shielding problems using materials where total cross-section behavior contains deep minima or "windows" through which most of the leakage from the shield occurs.
In light of this argument, time-independent monoenergetic transport theory has been used as an analytical tool to answer some specific sensitiv ity questions. Since deep penetration in bulk shields is our major con cern, emphasis is placed on determining the discrete eigenspectrum of the transport operator since it is these discrete modes that are dominant at large distances from any source. As such, the discussion is restricted to an analysis of the scalar flux from a plane isotropic source in an infinite non-multiplying medium. The magnitude of the discrete eigenvalues for this problem will have a direct bearing on both the relaxation length of the flux at large distances from the source and the relative normalization of each eigenmode and thus the amount of deep penetration.
The field of monoenergetic transport theory has been extensively explored in the past. Case8 pioneered the modern approach of using a complete set of eigenfunctions to describe transport with isotropic scat tering. The method was extended by Mika6 to include the effects of linear 3 anisotropy and more recently by Jacobs7 to formally include general aniso tropy scattering kernels. Despite these theoretical developments, num erical studies of the discrete root spectrum and answers to sensitivity questions have only appeared in the last few years.10'11'12 Our efforts are an extension of these latter works and will chiefly be concerned with answering the following three questions:
(1) What is the nature of the discrete eigenspectrum and thus the As a result of answering these questions we will also shed some light on the possibility of asymptotic flux behavior represented by multiple discrete eigenmodes. Previous work along these lines5'12 has already given some indication as to the upper limit of the number of discrete modes to expect in certain instances and we will add to this knowledge by dealing with a wider class of anisotropic kernels.
With regard to numerical computations, it should be noted that a number of different techniques for calculating discrete eigenvalues were used to validate all numerical values reported.
Intercomparisons of the results from all the methods showed that they were all equally reliable and better than five decimal place precision was achieved in all cases. To maintain consistency only the results from one of the approaches (i.e., the P -approximation) were reported unless otherwise indicated. Extensive use of this method of reporting results in comparison with the others was motivated by the fact that the P method also provided us with the infinite-L medium fluxes needed for other parts of the present work.
II.
THEORY

A. Eigenvalue Equations
The monoenergetic transport equation with arbitrary anisotropy when written in homogeneous form in plane geometry serves as the eigenvalue equation for our investigations. In standard form,13 as a function of the distance in mean free paths, x = £ z, the equation can be written as:
All other quantities have their conventional meanings.
The characteristic equation for the discrete eigenvalues is generated by assuming a solution Ansatz of the form ijj(x,y) = <f>(y) e subject to the condition that |v| >_ 1. If this solution form is inserted into Eq.
(l) and a normalization condition used on the integral of 4> (y ), we can identify a function A(v) whose zeros represent the discrete eigenvalues, as follows:
The 4> 's here are Kusfier polynomials [physically the angular moments of <J>(x,y) in the v mode], which are functions of c and the f^'s. These polynomials can be generated from the following recursion relationship:
vd-°V *v^2ffT*v,,+i +2TTT*v,,-i *=o.i.-..-W The Q (v)'s are Legendre functions of the second kind defined as follows:
For each discrete eigenvalue in Eq. (3) there is an associated disc rete eigenfunction, which together with the continuum eigenfunctions (associated with the eigenvalues |v| <_ l) form a mathematically complete set in y space in a number of practical instances. The problem of a plane isotropic source in an infinite medium is such a case, amenable to solution with a set of eigenfunctions complete over the full angular range -1 <_ y <_ 1.
In this instance we can write the solution for x > 0 as follows:
where the <j> and 4>,,(v) are the angular moments of the discrete and con tinuum eigenmodes, respectively, and the A and A(v) are the eigenmode J normalization coefficients, which are completely determined by a jump boundary condition at the source plane.13
The historical approach to solving Eq. (l) has been the P method. 
B. Methods of Computing Discrete Eigenvalues
Having presented the characteristic eigenvalue equation, a brief dis cussion of the numerical methods by which it was solved is now in order.
Since the equation is trancentental in v it is impossible to get an explicit analytic representation of all the roots; numerical approxima tions must be employed. In computing these values use can be made of the fact that the eigenvalues always appear in pairs as +_ |v|. 13 (8) with the one guessed at to begin the scan. This process is continued until the guessed value is approximately equal to the recursed value, at which point the result can be made as precise as desired using any convenient numerical root-finding scheme. Van de Hulst points out that the recursion error decreases as 1/r2 in each backward step (r being less than unity), while forward recursion errors increase as r2. angle whose cosine is y with respect to the x axis. The particular case of y =1 is most interesting and merits some examination.
In this instance scattering is in the forward direction only, with the result that there is no net change in the direction of the transporting particle. Under such conditions the process can be likened to one in which particles transport in a purely absorbing medium -scattering events having no effect on transport. This analogy is particularly useful in that the problem of transport in a purely absorbing medium has an analytical solution for the flux (it is simply unscattered). Numerical calculations using this delta function anisotropy can therefore be compared with theoretical predictions.
In addition to this fact, we can speak of such an anisotropic angular dis tribution in a limiting sense as a "worst" kind of anisotropy. It is approached but never reached in many real situations (for instance, as neutron energies increase the scattering anisotropy in any nuclide becomes increasingly forward peaked). The results for this case should therefore provide an upper bound to the kinds of effects likely to be found in practical situations.
With regard to the eigenspectrum arising from such an anisotropy, it should be noted that the spectrum in a purely absorbing system consists solely of a continuum in the range 0 <_ |v| < 1. No discrete modes exist -v and the plane geometry flux in all eigenmodes decays faster than e
For the delta function anisotropy we can therefore expect on theoretical grounds that the eigenspectrum will approximate a continuum as the number of f"'s used approaches infinity. In this instance the value of c acts as an arbitrary scale factor (since scattering has no effect on transport)
extending the continuum range 0 <_ |v| <_ (l-c) l. The upper limit in this case is the natural upper limit for any non-multiplying system since the "ETZ flux can decay no slower than e and £ z(l-c) = £ z.
Clearly then for this extreme case of anisotropy, the discrete part of the eigenspectrum from 1 <_ |v| <_ (l-c) 1 goes over into a continuum.
Using a finite number of f 's to represent the anisotropy, however, generates only a finite number of discrete eigenvalues. The continuum is therefore approximated by a denumerable infinity of discrete roots as order of the approximation approaches infinity. Since we always deal with a truncated series of f 's and a finite discrete eigenspectrum in any real istic calculation, the success of the truncation in approximating the theoretical case can only be judged by comparing fluxes in this instance.
It is meaningless to make any statement about how well discrete roots ap proximate a continuum. For other 6(y-y ) anisotropies, where \iQ f 1, a finite order discrete eigenspectrum was found to exist and for these cases (specifically for y =0.8 and 0.9) the effect of truncations on the eigenvalues can be evaluated. Some striking conclusions about how well a forward peaked delta func tion anisotropy can be approximated with just a relatively low-order series of f 's, with I in the range 0 < I < I , is illustrated in Table 1 and The fact that an Ej(x) is singular at the origin and goes as x 1 e at very large x will, however, always result in a breakdown of the approxi mation in these regions for any finite number of f.'s.
To all intents and purposes, however, it is safe to conclude that an fq truncation (SL =3), yielding scalar fluxes within 4% of the rigorous success of low-order truncations. As an illustration, the convergence of the largest discrete eigenvalue in the spectrum of delta functions with y =0.8 and 0.9 for a c=0.5 medium is presented in Table 3 . It is clear that using only an f3 truncation this eigenvalue is converged to better than 0.2% in both cases. Considering the fact that the second largest eigenvalues (v2 = 1.05049 and 1.08150 for the y = 0.8 and 0.9 cases respectively) are well separated from the largest, the total scalar flux at large distances from the source will be dominated by the largest eigen value mode. A 0.2% error in the decay rate of the asymptotic mode will therefore not appreciably effect the flux until distances greater than 20 mean free paths.
A discussion of why such low-order expansion work so well will be left for the final section of this paper. For now, we will try to illustrate in a bit more detail the same kinds of results for more realistic aniso tropies seeing how they compare with the extreme cases of the delta functions.
B. Gaussian Angular Distributions
To represent more realistic angular distributions and still retain a parameterized functional form which will be able to cover isotropic as well as forward peaked distributions, a gaussian of the following form was This case also gives a strong indication of the type of realistic Further conclusions, which concur with those obtained for delta func tion scattering, can also be drawn about truncations of the infinite f series for this anisotropy. These results give valuable information about how well approximate solutions to the transport equation can be expected to agree with rigorous results. Again, the accuracy of the eigenvalues has a major bearing on how good any approximation is. In Fig. 4, for instance, the errors in the three roots which arise in 8=0.1, y =1, c=0.8 case show that with an f8 truncation all three roots have appeared and One of the surprising results derived from a study of this anisotropy is related to the effect of multiple discrete roots on moderate and deep the larger the value of c.13 Only in cases with c < 0.5 does the transient play a larger role than the additional discrete modes for this case.
C. Realistic Anisotropies
As a final way of demonstrating the effects of highly anisotropic scat tering on transport, we will consider two cases of forward peaked aniso tropies found in the nuclides 208Pb and 338U. The angular distri butions for 208Pb at 14.5 MeV15 and 238U at 14.1 MeV15 with f 's as given in Table 4 were chosen for this study. In both instances, the angular distributions have a large forward-peaked component (comparable to a gaus sian of width 3=0.1), as well as diffraction peak structure at smaller angles. Because of the behavior near y=1.0, however, we can expect the eigenspectra in both cases to look very much like that of a 8=0.1 gaus sian and indeed the results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 bear this out. Figure 7 shows the eigenvalues and eigenmode coefficients as a function of c for the 208Pb anisotropy and Fig. 8 , the comparable result for the 238U case. If we consider a shielding problem with fast neutrons, and consider all inelastic scattering processes to act effectively as absorption near the source energy, then we can expect an eigenspectra similar to those shown with c=0.5, since nonelastic processes are generally less than one half the total cross section at these energies. Thus the spectrum for2°8pb should consist of three discrete roots with about 38% of the flux at x=l being in other than the largest v mode. For 238U, there will be a two-root discrete eigenspectrum with 36% of the flux at x=l in the second mode.
All in all, these results together with the knowledge obtained from the gaussian case indicate that multiple roots should play some role in realistic transport problems.
As a final point, the conclusions reached about truncations are again verified in this case. The fluxes for an £3, f5, and fully converged f3g appearing in Table 5 show that an f5 is easily sufficient for approximat ing the largest eigenvalue to three-place precision in the cases shown for either nuclide.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
From the results presented we can draw four conclusions:
1. The strongest and possibly most important practical result to come out of the study is that low-order truncations of the angular distri 3. Unexpectedly, the multiple discrete modes do make a significant contribution to the scalar flux at relatively large distances from the source plane in the infinite media cases studied. Contributions for these additional modes as large as 30% of the total scalar flux for moderately deep-penetration problems (1 to 5 mfp) were found and these results appear to be the rule rather than an exception with highly forward-peaked angular distributions.
4. As for a method of calculating these multiple discrete eigenvalues,
we found that a P -approximation of sufficiently high order (L^39) is a very efficient and accurate method, even in cases involving large numbers of roots.
A convincing mathematical argument can be made to support the first of these conclusions by examining the discrete eigenvalue equation, Eq. (3).
Upon close inspection it is easy to show that the dominant factor in each term of the series is Qp(v), which for convenience is plotted as a function of I and v in Fig. 9 . Here, we see that for v values greater than 1.05 the higher order £ terms decrease quite rapidly in magnitude. Above 1=5, From an overall point of view these conclusions and interpretations lead us to speculate that in highly scattering media with highly anisotropic scattering, diffusion theory will have great difficulties in representing the scalar flux. The multiple mode contribution to transport can never successfully be represented by a theory which allows for only one discrete mode. Since transport proceeds via multiple modes out to reasonably large distances, diffusion theory should fail in such deep-penetration problems.
To take care of just such cases, however, our results indicate that no more than a few additional terms in the Legendre expansion of the scattering kernel should be necessary to improve the results substantially.
As a final point, it should be noted that it should be possible to see multiple modes in an experimental situation if the experiment were carefully designed. In particular, the kind of anisotropy and discrete eigenspectrum found in 208Pb at high energies indicates that this nuclide can be used successfully to experimentally identify such modes. One could, Care must be taken to use a coarse energy resolution detection system, so as to measure the flux averaged over a few alpha regions in energy (i.e.,
AE/E should be a multiple of 1 -[(A-l)/(A+l)]2, where A is the atomic mass of lead). Since the effects of leakage out of the measured energy range due to slowing down effects will increase the effective absorption cross section for this group, the group should be wide enough so that an effective c value close to 0.5 will result. This lower limit to c will ensure the existence of well separated multiple discrete flux modes. A 500-to 1000-keV range around 14 MeV should suffice for this purpose.
The effective scattering anisotropy for the group is not a concern here since it approaches the real anisotropy at these energies as the group gets wider. For a smaller group the effective anisotropy in fact becomes more forward peaked since back scattering events would cause the neutron to lose too much energy and remove it from the group.
